	
  
So you’re considering a phishing program?
Here are some questions to help guide you on your way to making the right
decision for your specific needs.
Q: Will the phishing program be the only job your in-house person has to
manage?
Consideration: Running a phishing program is a full-time job. If you’re planning
to run a phishing program in house, you should consider designating a full-time
program manager. We’ve seen many organizations initiate phishing programs
with out allocating proper resources. These programs are not as effective.
They often stall or end up starting over again with the proper allocation of
resources to receive maximum benefits. Consider this before starting your
phishing program to save time, resources and the frustration of an unsuccessful
program.
Q: How much time per month do you want to devote to this program?
Consideration: This question can help you determine whether you need new
staff, an outside vendor, or an in-house team to manage the program.
Q: Does your in-house staff or outside vendor have experience on writing,
reviewing and rating phishing emails?
Consideration: Often phishers in the wild will use highly sophisticated,
psychology based attack mechanisms that entice users to click. Does your team
have time to conduct due-diligence to write a highly targeted spear phish for
educational purposes? We like to use a little analogy to explain this: train the
way you’ll fight, because you’ll fight the way you’ve been trained. If you aspire
to be a professional boxer, would you want to be trained by an experienced
boxing coach, or your next-door neighbor who volunteered to help? Leveraging
an individual or team with experience in crafting and rating phishing emails
will ensure your employees learn and gradually level up in phishing training
initiatives.
Q: Do you have an incident response team in place?
Consideration: Once users have been trained to spot phishing attacks, they will
begin to report both real and training phishing emails. If your organization is
not equipped with process or technology to handle the reported incidents,
things could be very messy. Every organization needs to implement a process
for reporting and handling incidents.
To obtain information on how to secure your organization with
Social-Engineer’s Phishing-as-a-service (PHaaS) program,
Call 800-956-6065 or email: info@social-engineer.com
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